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ABSTRACT 

This paper highlights the design of finite impulse response(FIR) 

filter with the help of an evolutionary optimization technique, 

particularly multiple constant multiplication. The Finite Impulse 

Response(FIR)Filteristhatthe necessary part for comingupwith as

sociate economical digitalsignal process system.Multiple constant 

multiplicationtechnique cannot be directly applied to direct kind 

and block filtering has large latency due to the collection of 

partial results making incompatible for transposed form. So this 

technique provides a way to implement block filtering using 

MCM by direct form. This method uses common sub-expression 

sharing algorithm across all multiplications which reduce number 

of arithmetic operations to calculate inner products. This 

eventually reduces computational complexity. For this purpose, 

the coefficient of the filter are encoded by Canonic Signed Digit 

(CSD) that is used for multiplication. FIR filter supported 

canonical signed digits illustration of coefficient so as to 

attenuate the power consumption and quick implementation of 

the filter Performance of the proposed filter has been analyzed in 

terms of its area, power and speed. The look of FIR filter is 

planned to implement using Xilinx tool. 

Keywords 
Multiple constant multiplications (MCM), Canonic Signed Digit 

(CSD), FIR filter. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Finite Impulse Response (FIR) computerized channel is loosely 

utilized in a very digital signal processing applications, as an 

example, speech processing, loud speaker equalization, echo 

cancellation, reconciling noise cancellation, and varied 

communication applications, as well as software-defined radio 

(SDR) etc. vast numbers of those applications need FIR channels 

of considerable request to fulfill the demanding frequency 

specifications. All the time these channels ought to facilitate high 

sampling rate for quick advanced correspondence. The amount of 

multiplications and additions needed for every filter output, yet, 

increments directly within the filter order. Since there’s no excess 

calculation accessible in the FIR filter algorithm, in progress 

usage of a considerable request FIR filter in associate quality 

obliged condition may be a testing errand. Filter coefficient all 

the time stay steady and better-known a priori in signal 

processing applications. This feature has been utilized to scale 

back the complexity of realization of multiplications. design for 

economical realization of FIR filters multiple constant 

multiplication (MCM) strategies. The MCM strategy lessens the 

number of additions required for the realization of multiplications 

by common sub expression sharing, once a given input is 

multiply with a meeting of constants. The MCM conspire is more 

successful, once a typical operand is 

accumulated with additional range of constants. Hence, the 

MCM conspire is suitable for the usage of vast request FIR filters 

with fixed coefficient. In any case, MCM block is formed simply 

within the transpose configuration of FIR filters. 

The derivation of block-based FIR structure is simply once 

direct-form configuration is used, although the transpose form 

configuration doesn’t foursquare support block making ready. Be 

that because it might, to require the procedure most well-likes 

posture of the MCM, FIR channel is needed to be acknowledged 

by transpose form configuration. There are a many applications, 

as an example, SDR channelizer, wherever FIR filters is ought to 

be actual in a very reconfigurable instrumentation to assist multi 

normal remote correspondence. Many structures are counseled 

for economical realization of FIR utilizing constant 

multiplication schemes. a canonic sign digit (CSD)-primarily 

based FIR filter, wherever the nonzero CSD values square 

measure altered to minimize the accuracy of filter coefficient 

while not essential impaction filter conduct. 

In this paper, we have a tendency to explore the likelihood of 

realization of block FIR filter in transpose form configuration so 

as to require advantage of the MCM schemes for configurable 

applications. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 

Section II, FIR filter are presented. Multiple Constant 

Multiplication (MCM) approach is presented in Section III. The 

proposed architectures for configurable applications are presented 

in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section V. 

2. FIR FILTER 
Filters will primarily, signals break and restoration. These tasks 

are necessary for signals processing. Break is appropriate if 

interference of noise or additional signals pollutes signals and 

apology is accessible if a signal is askew by some suggests that. 

Of these tasks crave absolute frequency specifications to get rid 

of noise which might be accomplished with higher order of FIR 

filter. However with accretion order, the addition operations 

endure accretion arch to complication in calculation. FIR clarify 

has propulsion acknowledgment of certain continuance as a result 

of it resolves to null in certain time. FIR clarify action is 

annihilation however sum of past, present and maybe 

approaching outputs. The equation of FIR clarify is declared by, 

                    

   

 

 

Where x(n) is input sample, Y(n) is output sample, h(k) is filter 

coefficient, N is filter order. Eq.1 represents FIR filter of order N 

as each value of output is weighted sum of most recent input 

values. 
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The appellation x(n-k) in (1) represents delayed input to 

multiplication process generally called taps which define order of 

filter in altered forms of FIR filter structures. 

A. FIR Filter Structure 

The basic building blocks of FIR filter are multiplier, adders and 

signal delay. Multipliers ought to be quick enough in order that 

overall throughput shouldn’t suffer. Adders are utilized in 

combination of multipliers and delays are used to store sample 

value in memory for one sample clock cycle. Blocks conjointly 

ought to able to also need to able to store filter constant in 

memory. 

The most usually used structures for filter are of two sorts, direct 

form and transposed form. 

a) Direct form 

 Several signals multiplied by constants and additional 

later on. 

 For accomplishing high throughput and reduction in 

delay of adder it needed further pipeline register 

between adders. 

The data-flow graphs (DFG) of direct form FIR filter for filter 

length N= 6 as shows below. 

 

Fig.1. DFG 1 of direct form structure for N =6. 

b) Transposed form 

 Already have register between adders. 

  It gains high throughput without additional pipeline 

registers. 

 Filter suitable for MCM operations as single input is 

multiplied with number of constants. 

 It offers higher operating frequency to support higher 

sampling rate. 

The data-flow graphs (DFG) of transpose form FIR filter for filter 

length N= 6 as shows below. 

 

Fig.2. DFG 2 of transpose form structure for N =6.For output 

y(n) 

The data-flow graphs (DFG) of transpose form FIR filter for filter 

length N= 6 as shows below. 

 

Fig.3. DFG 3 of transpose form structure for N =6.For output 

y(n-1) 

The block transpose form configuration of block FIR filter (filter 

length, L=2 and filter order, N=6). 

 

Fig.4. DFG 4 of transpose form structure for L=2 and N =6. 

3. MCM TECHNIQUE 
In any FIR filter, the multiplier is the major constraint that 

defines the performance of the required filter. Therefore, over the 

past 3 decades, style of associate economical hardware design for 

fixed point FIR filter has been thought-about because the major 

analysis focus as reported in published literatures. To get 

optimized solutions, the first coefficients are multiplied by 

constant value. In FIR filter, the multiplication operation is 

performed between one explicit variable (the input) and plenty of 

constants (the coefficient). This can be done by using multiplier 

block referred to as Multiple Constant Multiplication (MCM) 

followed by accumulation of all products. 

 

Fig.5 .FIR filter implementation with generic multipliers 

 

Fig.6 Direct  form with MCM block 
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The Direct-form finite impulse response (FIR) filter 

implementations are illustrated in Fig.5 correspondingly. 

Though each architectures have similar difficulties in 

hardware, the transposed type is mostly most popular 

attributable to its higher performance and power potency 

The multiplication of filter coefficients with filter inputs is 

recognized has major effects on the complexness and 

performance of the look as a result of an oversized variety of  

constant multiplication are needed. This is often ordinarily 

recognized because the multiple constant multiplication 

operation. Even though area, delay and power economical 

multiplier architecture are projected, the total flexibility of a 

multiplier isn't necessary for the constant multiplications, 

since filter coefficients are mounted and determined 

beforehand by the CSD algorithmic rule. Thence filter 

coefficients multiplication with input file is mostly enforced 

underneath a typical sub expression constant sharing 

wherever every constant multiplication expression constant 

sharing wherever every constant multiplication is realized 

victimization CSD operation in an MCM operation. 

4. EXISTING METHOD 
The design of block FIR filter for Reconfigurable applications is 

shown within the Fig.7 for block size L. The most blocks are one 

Register Unit (RU), one Coefficient Storage Unit (CSU), one 

Pipeline Adder Unit (PAU), and M number of Inner Product 

Units (IPUs). 

 

Fig.7. Block of reconfigurable coefficient FIR filter (L,M). 

a. Coefficient Storage Unit (CSU) 

The Coefficient Storage Unit (CSU) is employed to store the 

coefficient of all the filters. These coefficients are utilized in the 

reconfigurable applications. It’s N Read Only Memory (ROM) 

Lookup Tables (LUTs) where N is that the length of the filter 

(N=ML). 

b. Register Unit (RU) 

The Register Unit (RU) is employed for storing the input samples 

is shown in Fig.8. It contains (L-1) registers. Throughout the     

cycle, the register unit accepts input sample    and computes L 

rows of   
  in parallel. The outputs from the RU are given as 

inputs to M Inner Product Units. 

 

Fig.8. Internal structure of Register Unit (RU) for block size 

L=4. 

c. Inner Product Unit (IPU) 

The Inner Product Unit (IPU) is used to perform a multiplication 

operation of   
  with the small weight vector cm is shown in 

Fig.9.  

 

Fig.9. Internal structure of        IPU. 

The M Inner Products Units accepts L rows of   
  from the RU 

and M small weight vectors from the CSU. Every Inner Product 

Unit contains L number of Inner Product Cells (IPCs) which 

performs L inner product computations of L rows of   
  with 

constant vector cm and produces a block of L number of partial 

inner products. All the four IPUs work at the same time and M 

blocks of a result are obtained. 

d. Inner Product Cell (IPC) 

The internal structure of (l +1) th IPC is shown in Fig.10. The 

Inner Product Cell (IPC) accepts (l+1)th row of Sk0 and small 

weight vector cm and manufacture a partial result of inner 

product r(kL −l), for 0 ≤ l ≤ L – 1. Every IPC consists of L 

multipliers and (L-1) number of adders 
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Fig.10. Internal structure of (l + 1)th IPC. 

e. Pipelined Adder Unit (PAU) 

The Pipelined Adder Unit (PAU) receives partial products from 

all the M IPUs is shown in Fig.11. 

 

Fig.11. Internal structure of Pipelined Adder Unit (PAU) 

The PAU involves (M−1) adders and the same number of 

registers, wherever every register includes breadth of (B+ B_), B, 

and B_ respectively, being the bit width of input sample and filter 

coefficient. 

5. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY 
In this section, we have a tendency to present a structure of block 

FIR filter for such configurable applications. During this section, 

we have tendency to discuss the implementation of block FIR 

filter, thence filter coefficients multiplication with input 

file is mostly enforced underneath a typical sub expression 

constant sharing wherever every constant multiplication 

is realized victimization CSD operation in an MCM 

operation. 

a. Canonical signed digit 

CSD is a remarkable resolution in implementing economical 

multipliers, significantly once multiplying are signaling by a 

continuing multiplicand. 

 S   is a   representation  in  which  the  number  of  non-zero  digits 

 becomes  minimal.  o  achieve  this,   S   uses a   ternary 

 number  system  which  uses   a   new   digit -1     denoted by   .it 
 uses  both  additions  and subtractions. This 

provides additional fle ibility  in implementing arithmetic 

functions. It  is  particularly  helpful  in  dealing  with  numbers 

 which  have a   string  of  1s.  In  these  cases,   S   replaces 

 several  shift  and  add  operations  resulting  from   the  string  of 

 1s   with  two  shifts  and  one  subtract  operation. 

a CSD number is quicker than a standard binary number. 

However, before mistreatment CSD illustration we want to 

convert  the  number from binary to CSD. once one in all the 

multiplicands is fastened, we are able to simply calculate the 

CSD equivalent of the constant and implement it.   

 

Fig.12 Proposed canonical signed digit multiplier. 

 

Fig.13 The algorithm flowchart to convert binary number to 

CSD. 

b. Coefficient multiplication 

This methodology uses common sub-expression sharing 

algorithm across all multiplications that cut back range of 

arithmetic operations to calculate inner products. This eventually 

reduces procedural complexity. Coefficient are represented in 

Canonical Sign Digit form 

( S ) that’s utilized in multiplication. In  S , every digit takes 

the value from {-1, 0, 1}. In add shift network used for constant 

multiplication every non-zero bit represent addition or 

subtraction. Here 1 represents addition and -1 represent 

subtraction. The CSD illustration has around 32% fewer non-zero 

bits, thus range of operation needed for multiplications are 

reduced. Further complexity of multiplication is reduced by 

identifying common sub-expression from constant coefficient. A 

Pattern consisting of two non-zero digits having form like 

{100…1} or {100…0-1} are known and computation of all 
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occurrences of constant sequence shared by single sub graph to 

cut back computation in MCM. 

 

Fig.14 MCM design using common sub-expressions 

elimination by CSD representation of coefficient 

Fig.14 represents example of common sub-expression 

elimination for MCM of FIR filter. Firstly, coefficient are 

expressed in CSD representation to scale back add/shift 

operations. Then common sub-expressions from the like 

coefficient are identified and shared. Like as in Fig.1 {10-1} is 

common sub expression shared to reduce number of add/shift 

operations. This helps in reducing MCM procedural 

computational complexity. This methodology uses L method 

block FIR filter acceptive L input samples and giving L output 

samples in parallel. 

c. Proposed design 

 

Fig.15 Design of 4 way 3-tap FIR filter 

Fig.15 represents 3-way tap FIR filter. Here input is provided to 

Serial Input Parallel Output (SIPO) register then this input is 

provided to MCM block wherever coefficient are multiplied with 

input. Then these are summed in adder tree. Finally, output is 

taken out through PISO register. During this technique, new input 

samples x(Lk -n) are applied where n ranges from n=0 to N-1. At 

the same time, recent input samples are applied for computation. 

Therefore at finish of computation filter output y(Lk+n) is 

calculated wherever L is block length. It is ascertained that input 

samples apart from previous and current one are multiplied at 

same time by multiple coefficient which specify utilization of 

multiple constant multiplication design methodology in 

computation. 

6. RESULT 
Table iComparision of different existing and proposed design 

Structures N FF Add/Sub Mult Mux ROM Freq 

Mahesh et al 16 360 114 0 7104 0 0.78 

 32 744 226 0 14208 0 0.77 

 64 1512 450 0 28416 0 0.76 

Part et al 16 296 71 0 3456 0 1.05 

 32 432 143 0 6912 0 0.9 

 64 696 287 0 13824 0 0.78 

Direct Form 16 120 60 64 0 0 2.96 

 32 248 124 128 0 0 2.66 

 64 504 252 256 0 0 2.39 

Mohanty 16 312 60 64 0 0 3.07 

 32 696 124 128 0 0 3.07 

 64 1464 252 256 0 0 3.07 

Parallel FIR 16 256 15 16 0 0 11.3 

 32 512 31 32 0 0 6 

 64 1024 65 62 0 0 3.1 

Parallel FIR CSD 16 256 85 0 0 0 21.4 

 32 512 179 0 0 0 6.1 

 64 1024 287 0 0 0 3.1 

Par Pipe FIR CSD 16 735 85 0 0 0 32.5 

 32 1736 173 0 0 0 36.3 

 64 3528 275 0 0 0 45.2 

 

The final results for the filters designed are shown in the table 

above.  The results show that in the proposed approach, the filters 

are realized without the use of dedicated multipliers.  This results 

in a substantial saving in area.  Also, due to the CSD technique, 

there is no requirement for dedicated ROM for filter coefficient 

storage.  Finally, the CSD based filter is pipelined so that the 

critical path is drastically reduced, and very high operating 

frequencies are obtained for the proposed pipelined CSD filters 

7. CONCLUSION 
Thus in our paper, by the implementation of configurable 

finite impulse response within the canonical signed digit 

algorithm exploitation multiple constant multiplication. The 

CSD algorithmic program is given for the development of 

shift and adds implementation of the constant 

multiplications. The CSD formula reduces the number of 

shift and adds operation. From the projected technique by 

implementing the configurable finite impulse response within 

the canonical signed digit algorithm , as shown in flow chart, 

, there is no requirement for dedicated ROM for filter coefficient 

storage.  Finally, the CSD based filter is pipelined so that the 

critical path is drastically reduced, and very high operating 

frequencies are obtained for the proposed pipelined CSD filters. 
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The projected algorithmic rule are synthesized 

and enforced victimization Xilinx ISE 14.7. 
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